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New and Changed Information 
This section describes the new and changed features in this release. 

ANDSF

Cisco S14 interface Version Control and Backward Compatibility

Old Behavior
Currently, ANDSF Server supports iOS and Android clients. 

New Behavior
Cisco ANDSF Server is able to send different MO subsets and related interface data to different client versions running 
in different CPS Releases. To support different client versions, ANDSF supports following functionality:

 CPS version is returned by ANDSF Server to the UE client over a rest endpoint for a valid request.

 ANDSF server must be customizable so that different MO Trees can be returned for different UE Client Software 
Version or for different Customer Networks. 
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Installation Notes
ANDSF and UE Client both support S14 interface version control. The Version Compatibility Flow for both the Server and 
Client is given below: 

ANDSF Server Version Compatibility

UE Client Version Compatibility

Installation Notes

Download ISO Image
Download the 7.5.1 software package (ISO image) from:

https://software.cisco.com/download/release.html?i=!y&mdfid=284883911&softwareid=284979976&release=7.5.1&o
s=

Md5sum Details: 
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756fd92cda16ef15034fa933dd8af295                           CPS_7.5.1.release.iso 

fad630865d3515ebacd041513bfb2a2c                     CPS_7.5.1_Base.release.tar.gz

This image can be used to perform a new installation as well as for upgrading an existing CPS system.

Component Versions
The following table lists the component versions for the CPS 7.5.1 Release: 

New Installations
To perform a new installation of CPS 7.5.1 in a VMware environment, follow these steps. 

1. Mount the ISO image to the Cluster Manager.

Table 1 Component Versions

Component Version

ANDSF 1.0.1.release

Audit 1.5.0.release

Balance 3.5.1.release

Cisco API 1.1.0.release

Cisco CPAR 1.1.0.release

Control Center 3.5.1.release

Congestion Reference Data 1.3.1.release

Core 7.5.1.release

Customer Reference Data 2.5.1.release

DHCP 1.5.0.release

Diameter2 3.5.1.release

Fault Management 1.1.0.release

ISG Prepaid 1.9.0.release

LDAP 1.6.1.release

Notification 5.9.0.release

Policy Intel 2.3.1.release

POP-3 Authentication 1.5.0.release

RADIUS 3.4.1.release

Recharge Wallet 1.3.0.release

SCE 2.2.0.release

Scheduled Events 1.4.0.release

SPR 2.4.1.release

Unified API 2.4.1.release

Web Services 1.6.0.release
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mkdir /mnt/iso 

mount -o loop xxxx.iso /mnt/iso (where xxxx.iso is the name of the ISO image.) 

cd /mnt/iso 

2. Execute install.sh from the /mnt/iso directory.

3. When prompted, select the New Installation option. 

Refer to the CPS Installation Guide for more information.

Upgrading an Existing CPS Installation
To migrate a 6.x system to this release, refer to the “Migration from Existing 6.x System to 7.x System” chapter of the 
CPS Installation Guide for this release.

To upgrade a 7.x system to this release, perform the following steps:

1. Back up any configuration files which you have modified. These files include haproxy.cfg, haproxy-diameter.cfg, and 
snmp.conf.

2. Before beginning the upgrade, refer to CSCut87120 — License file location changed, page 9

3. Login to the Cluster Manager as the root user. 

4. Download the ISO image to the Cluster Manager. For example:

wget http://link_to_iso/xxx.iso

where,

link_to_iso is the link to the website from where you can download the ISO image.

xxx.iso is the name of the ISO image.

5. Execute the following commands to mount the ISO image. 

mkdir /mnt/iso

mount -o loop xxxx.iso /mnt/iso (where xxxx.iso is the name of the ISO image.)

cd /mnt/iso

6. Execute the following command to initiate the installation script. 

/mnt/iso/install.sh

7. When prompted for the install type, enter mobile or wifi, based on your CPS deployment type.

Please enter install type [mobile | wifi]: 

8. When prompted to initialize the environment, enter y. 

Would you like to initialize the environment... [y|n]:

9. When prompted for the type of installation, enter 3.

Please select the type of installation to complete:

1) New Deployment

2) Migration from pre 7.0 system
4
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3) Upgrade from existing 7.x system

10. When prompted to enter the SVN repository to backup the policy files, enter the Policy Builder data repository name. 

This copies the SVN/policy repository from the pcrfclient01 and stores it in the Cluster Manager. Later when 
pcrfclient01 is upgraded, the SVN/policy files will be preserved.

11. (Optional) When prompted for a user, enter qns-svn.

12. (Optional) When prompted for the password for qns-svn, enter the valid password.

Authentication realm: <http://pcrfclient01:80> SVN Repos

Password for 'qns-svn':

13. After the upgrade is complete, restart all processes by executing the following command:

/var/qps/install/current/scripts/bin/control/restartall.sh

Note: Restarting of all the process can throw following errors but they can be ignored:

/var/qps/install/current/scripts/bin/control/restartall.sh: line 90: /usr/bin/monit: No such file 
or directory
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/bin/control/restartall.sh: line 157: /usr/bin/monit: No such file 
or directory

14. Enter y to confirm the restart process.

15. Execute the following command to verify the system status.

diagnostics.sh

Post Upgrade Steps

Re-apply Configuration Changes
After the upgrade is finished, compare your modified configuration files that you backed up earlier with the newly 
installed versions. Re-apply any modifications to the configuration files.

Verify Configuration Settings
After the upgrade is finished, verify the following configuration settings. 

Note: Use the default values listed below unless otherwise instructed by your Cisco Technical Representative.

Note: During the upgrade process these configuration files are not overwritten. Only during a new install will these 
settings be applied.

 /etc/broadhop/qns.conf 

-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime.balance=1200
-DdbSocketTimeout.balance=1000
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-Dmongo.connections.per.host.balance=10
-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection.balance=10
-Dcontrolcenter.disableAndsf=true 
-DnodeHeartBeatInterval=9000 
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterIntervalMS=400 
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterConnectTimeoutMS=600 
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterSocketTimeoutMS=600 
-DdbSocketTimeout=1000
5
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-DdbSocketTimeout.balance=1000
-DdbConnectTimeout=1200
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime=1200 
-Dstatistics.step.interval=1 
-DshardPingLoopLength=3 
-DshardPingCycle=200 
-DshardPingerTimeoutMs=75 
-Ddiameter.default.timeout.ms=2000 
-Dmongo.connections.per.host=5 
-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection=10 
-DmaxLockAttempts=3 
-DretryMs=3 
-DmessageSlaMs=1500 
-DmemcacheClientTimeout=200 
-Dlocking.disable=true 
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterIntervalMS=400
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterConnectTimeoutMS=600
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterSocketTimeoutMS=600
-DdbSocketTimeout=1000
-DdbSocketTimeout.balance=1000
-DdbConnectTimeout=1200
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-Dzmq.socket.tcp.reconnectTimer.push=100
-Dzmq.socket.tcp.reconnectTimer.pull=100

Note: The following setting should be present only for GR (multi-cluster) CPS deployments:

-DclusterFailureDetectionMS=1000 

Note: In an HA or GR deployment with local chassis redundancy, the following setting should be set to true. By 
default this is set to false.

-Dremote.locking.off 

 /etc/broadhop/diameter_endpoint/qns.conf

-Dzmq.send.hwm=1000
-Dzmq.recv.hwm=1000

Keep default TCP Keep-Alive Parameters on lb VMs
1. Comment below (prefix with #) TCP Keep-Alive parameters from 

/etc/puppet/modules/qps/files/etc/lb.sysctl.conf configuration file on Cluster Manager.

net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_time=2
net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_probes=2
net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_intvl=1

2. Re-build puppet by executing the following command on Cluster Manager:

/var/qps/install/current/scripts/build/build_puppet.sh

3. Re-init LB VM by executing the following commands:

ssh lb01 /etc/init.d/vm-init
ssh lb02 /etc/init.d/vm-init

4. Manually set the following parameters to default values: 

ssh lb01 sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_time=7200
ssh lb01 sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_probes=9
ssh lb01 sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_intvl=75
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ssh lb02 sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_time=7200
ssh lb02 sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_probes=9
ssh lb02 sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_intvl=75

Note: After CPS upgrade, if /etc/puppet/modules/qps/files/etc/lb.sysctl.conf changes are lost, perform the steps 
mentioned in this section. 

Tune TCP Keep-Alive Parameters on lb VMs
1. Set the following TCP Keep-Alive parameters as per your requirement in 

/etc/puppet/modules/qps/files/etc/lb.sysctl.conf configuration file on Cluster Manager.

net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_time=10
net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_probes=3
net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_intvl=15

Note: The tcp_keepalive_time and tcp_keepalive_intvl are expressed in seconds, and tcp_keepalive_probes is a 
number (integer).

2. Re-build puppet by executing the following command on Cluster Manager:

/var/qps/install/current/scripts/build/build_puppet.sh

3. Re-init LB VM by executing the following commands:

ssh lb01 /etc/init.d/vm-init
ssh lb02 /etc/init.d/vm-init

4. Manually set the following parameters to the required values

ssh lb01 sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_time=10
ssh lb01 sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_probes=3
ssh lb01 sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_intvl=15

ssh lb02 sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_time=10
ssh lb02 sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_probes=3
ssh lb02 sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_intvl=15

Note: After CPS upgrade, if /etc/puppet/modules/qps/files/etc/lb.sysctl.conf changes are lost, perform the steps 
mentioned in this section. 
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ZMQ Auto Reconnect
We need to add the following two parameters for zmq auto reconnect in /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file:

Additional Notes
The following section contains some additional notes which are necessary for proper installation/working of CPS:

 By default, CPS is installed without the password being set for the qns user. Run the change_passwd.sh script on 
the Cluster Manager to set the password.

 Session Manager Configuration: After a new deployment, session managers are not automatically configured. 
build_set.sh needs to be executed to configure all the replication sets. From the pcrfclient01, execute:

/var/qps/bin/support/mongo/build_set.sh --sessionmgrVM --create**

Edit the /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file. Make sure all of your data paths are set to /var/data and not /data. 

 Default gateway in lb01/lb02: After the installation, the default gateway might not be set to the management LAN. If 
this is the case, change the default gateway to the management LAN gateway.

 CSCuq83478: Diameter haproxy configuration is not correct for IPv6 addresses.

Fix: IPv6 tables need to be turned OFF for IPv6 traffic on lb01, lb02. Management and IPv6 Gx traffic should be on 
different VLANs in VLAN.csv file at the time of deployment.

 We get the following warning when executing stopall.sh/startall.sh/restartall.sh on HA system:

Table 2 qns.conf Parameters

Parameter Description

-Dzmq.socket.tcp.reconnectTimer.push This flag is used for auto reconnect on zmq push 
connection (e.g. QNS sends RAR to specific load 
balancer node and load balancer sends it to specific QNS 
worker) if value > 0. 

-Dzmq.socket.tcp.reconnectTimer.push=n

where, n = -1, 0, N

— -1: disable auto reconnect

— N: try reconnect after N milliseconds

Recommended Value: 100

-Dzmq.socket.tcp.reconnectTimer.push=100

-Dzmq.socket.tcp.reconnectTimer.pull This flag is used for auto reconnect on zmq pull 
connection (e.g. QNS pulls it from load balancers) if value 
> 0.

-Dzmq.socket.tcp.reconnectTimer.pull=n

where, n = -1, 0, N

— -1: disable auto reconnect

— N: try reconnect after N milliseconds

Recommended Value: 100

-Dzmq.socket.tcp.reconnectTimer.pull=100
8
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-bash: monit: command not found

or

monit: action failed -- There is no service by that name

You can ignore the warning message and continue to work.

CSCut87120 — License file location changed
If pcrfclient02 has license file on the setup then perform the following steps before upgrade from earlier version to 7.5.0 
release.

1. Login to Cluster Manager VM and execute the following commands to create the directory to copy pcrfclient02 
license file:

cd /etc/broadhop/license
mkdir -p pcrfclient02
cd pcrfclient02

2. Copy license file from pcrfclient02 VM. 

scp pcrfclient02:/etc/broadhop/license/* .

3. Check whether the license file and features.properties files are there inside current directory by executing the 
following command:

ls -l 

CSCuu97628, CSCuv03729 — 7.5 Fresh SP WiFi install requires additional Policy Builder 
configurations

If diagnostics.sh shows error then verify the following:

1. Open Policy Builder GUI using https://<public IP>:7070/pb (use the about.sh script to determine the URL for your 
deployment).
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2. Check if the Policy Builder shows the following error: The feature ‘pluginConfiguration’ of ‘lab’ contains an 
unresolved proxy ‘RADIUS Configuration’.

3. If Policy Builder shows above error then:

a. Delete: Lab > Plugin Configuration > RADIUS Configuration 

b. Create: Lab > Plugin Configuration > RADIUS Configuration 

4. Make the following additional configuration changes in Policy Builder:

a. If this is an AIO deployment, update: Lab > Plugin Configuration > Radius Configuration > Location Db Port > 
27017 (from default value 27717).

b. Create: Lab > Plugin Configuration > ISG Prepaid Configuration

c. Create: Lab > Plugin Configuration > Notification Configuration

d. Create: Lab -> Plugin Configuration -> Audit Configuration

e. If this is an AIO deployment, update: Lab -> Plugin Configuration -> Portal Configuration -> Database Port -> 
27017 (from default value 27749).
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After performing the above steps, Policy Builder GUI should not display any errors:

5. Check if Policy Builder shows the following error: The feature ‘configuredBlueprints’ of ‘Root Configured 
Blueprint’ contains an unresolved proxy ‘Configured Blueprint’.

6. If Policy Builder shows above error then:

a. Delete > Initial Blueprint ->'' (empty policy, below Subscriber Data (SPR) policy)

b. Delete > Initial Blueprint > Subscriber Data (SPR)

c. Create > Initial Blueprint > Subscriber Data (SPR) 

d. Create > Initial Blueprint > Subscriber Data (SPR) > Unified API WS

e. Create > Initial Blueprint > Subscriber Data (SPR) > Unified API WS > Portal Services
11
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After performing the above steps, Policy Builder should be without any error:

7. Publish PB configuration.

8. Restart QNS processes.

Limitations and Restrictions
This section covers the following topics:

 Limitations, page 12

 Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE), page 14

Limitations
 If you have a system with old installer (6.1 or prior), it is mandatory to use the new installer to create VMs and use 

the new release trains. The latest 7.5.1 release train does not work with the old environment (AIO/HA).

 Solicited Application Reporting

The following are some restrictions on configuration for the new service options:

— The pre-configured ADC rule generated by CRD lookup has ADC-Rule-Install AVP definition with support for 
only three AVPs ADC-Rule-Name, TDF-Application-Identifier, Mute-Notification.

— For AVPs which are multi-valued, CRD tables are expected to have multiple records - each giving the same 
output.

— Comma(,) is not a valid character to be used in values for referenced CRD column in SdToggleConfiguration.

— AVP Table currently only supports OctetStringAvp value for AVP Data-type.

 During performance testing, it has been found that defining a large number of QoS Group of Rule Definitions for a 
single sessions results in degraded CPU performance. Testing with 50 QoS Group of Rule Definitions resulted in a 
2x increase in CPU consumption. The relationship appears to be a linear relationship to the number of defined QoS 
Group of Rule Definitions on a service.

 Hour Boundary Enhancement

Change in cell congestion level when look-ahead rule is already installed:
12
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If a cell congestion value changes for current hour or any of the look-ahead hours, there will be no change in rule 
sent for the rules which are already installed.

No applicability to QoS Rules:

The look-ahead works for PCC rules only where we have rule activation/deactivation capabilities and can install 
upcoming changes in advance. However, if the RAN Congestion use case is changed to use the QoS-Info AVP 
instead of using PCC rules, we need to fall back to the current RAR on the hour boundary implementation for that 
use case since the standard do not let us install QoS-info changes ahead of time like we can with PCC rules. 

 The Cluster Manager's internal (private) network IP address must be assigned to the host name “installer” in the 
/etc/hosts file. If not, backup/restore (env_import.sh, env_export.sh) will have access issues to 
pcrfclient01/pcrfclient02.

 The linux VM message.log files repeatedly report errors similar to:

vmsvc [warning] [guestinfo] RecordRoutingInfo: Unable to collect IPv4 routing table.

This is a known issue affecting ESXi 5.x. Currently, there is no workaround. The messages.log file entries are 
cosmetic and can be safely ignored. For more information, refer to:

http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2094561

 Only for GR migration: After restarting migrated site if you observed QNSs processes are not coming up and qns's 
log showing below error:

2015-05-07 23:59:20,335 [pool-23-thread-4] WARN  c.b.c.m.dao.impl.ShardInterface.run - Unexpected 
error
com.broadhop.exception.DataStoreIsNotAvailable: Data store is not available: Mongo DBCollection is 
null

Fix: Move back primary DB to migrated site from other site and restart the QNS processes.
13
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Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
The following is the list of publicly known Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) apply to this version of CPS:

CDETS
The following sections lists Open CDETS and Resolved CDETS for Cisco Policy Suite. For your convenience in locating 
CDETS in Cisco’s Bug Toolkit, the caveat titles listed in this section are drawn directly from the Bug Toolkit database. 
These caveat titles are not intended to be read as complete sentences because the title field length is limited. In the 
caveat titles, some truncation of wording or punctuation might be necessary to provide the most complete and concise 
description. 

Note: If you are a registered cisco.com user, view Bug Toolkit on cisco.com at the following website:

https://tools.cisco.com/bugsearch

To become a registered cisco.com user, go to the following website:

https://tools.cisco.com/RPF/register/register.do?exit_url=

Table 3 Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures

Vulnerability CVE Number Summary Technical Details

Pacemaker 
1.1.10

CVE-2013-028 Pacemaker contains a 
vulnerability that could 
allow an unauthenticated, 
remote attacker to cause 
a denial of service 
condition on a targeted 
system. Updates are 
available.

The vulnerability exists because the network socket used by 
the affected software fails to close a remote connection after 
a certain period of inactivity. An unauthenticated, remote 
attacker could exploit this vulnerability by connecting to the 
Pacemaker socket. When connected, the socket may wait for 
an infinite amount of time to perceive the authentication 
credentials, which could allow the attacker to block all other 
connection attempts, causing a DoS condition for legitimate 
users.

CVE-2013-2088 Apache Subversion 
contains a vulnerability 
that could allow an 
authenticated, remote 
attacker to execute 
arbitrary code on the 
targeted system. Updates 
are available.

The vulnerability exists in the 
contrib/hook-scripts/check-mime-type.pl script used in the 
affected software. The script fails to escape argv arguments 
starting with a hyphen to the svnlook utility and could cause 
an error in the script. Later, a different script, 
contrib/hook-scripts/svn-keyword-check.pl script is used to 
parse filenames from the output of the command, svnlook 
changed, and passes the output to a shell command.

An authenticated, remote attacker could exploit this 
vulnerability by making crafted requests to the vulnerable 
scripts. If successful, it could allow the attacker to execute 
arbitrary shell commands on the targeted system.

CVE-2013-4505 Apache Subversion 
contains an issue that 
could allow an 
unauthenticated, remote 
attacker to cause a denial 
of service condition. 
Updates are available.

An issue in the mod_dontdothat component of Apache 
Subversion could allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker 
to cause a denial of service (DoS) condition.

The issue exists because the mod_dontdothat component of 
the affected software fails to restrict REPORT requests from 
serf-based clients. An unauthenticated, remote attacker 
could exploit this issue to cause a targeted device to 
consume excessive amounts of system resources, resulting in 
a DoS condition.

Apache has confirmed the vulnerability and released software 
updates
14
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Open CDETS
The following table lists the open CDETS in the CPS 7.5.1 release.

Table 4 Open CDETS

CDETS ID Headline

CSCuo00481 Gy CDRs.

CSCup59820 Update Installation guide with limitations on vSwitch.

CSCuq17957 Puppet deployer will not deploy on datastores with spaces.

CSCuq64333 QNS Sec: Vulnerability testing observed security issue in PB 7.0 rel.

CSCuq83478 IPV6 diameter peer.

CSCur11881 Remove individual CPU counters from the collectd.conf configuration.

CSCur19561 Elasticsearch service crashes every 7-8 Hrs.

CSCur22314 Help documentation attached to ControlCentre GUI needs to be updated

CSCur68777 10-qns-default.conf has inappropriate Allow/Deny directives

CSCus00011 Grafana: In legend, Current value is 0.

CSCus13496 Graphite records occasionally get corrupted.

CSCus16060 Grafana: In legend, some Sy stats show nonsense Min and Max values.

CSCus24935 “Data store is not available” error is observed during plain longevity - SessionCache.

CSCus48309 An error occurs while updating a session during longevity.

CSCus65782 In IPV6 Configuration, Jvalidate Script fails when Subnetmask is 64.

CSCus85883 US4248 bugs - ErrorCodes, Unified API Docs, and SubscriberManager.

CSCut36829 ERROR com.broadhop.snmp.TrapService.

CSCut37335 GR Migration script should specify log failure reasons.

CSCut47489 Collectd service is responsible for high load in PCRFClient.

CSCuu13030 Collectd is restarts periodically.

CSCuu29523 CPS documentation for adding features is insufficient (for example POP3).

CSCuu70484 Grafana: Zooming Issue.

CSCuu70536 Grafana: Time Series Data Request Error.

CSCuv02371 Upgrade from 7.0.5 to 7.5 failed on qns VMs.

CSCuv03729 CPS fresh install of HA sp-wifi require additional configurations.

CSCuv17518 “Message Timeouts” feature for Gy based interface does not work.

CSCuv36773 Policy Builder configuration allows null or empty strings service conf attributes.

CSCuv68347 Incorrect Syp_ASA sent by CPS.

CSCuv80711 Stats aggregation logs file rotation does not work as expected occasionally.

CSCuv80712 Delay in writing data into Stats aggregation (agg-stats.0.csv) file.

CSCuv95610 Domain Unknown Service not installed on session limit breach.

CSCuw27608 Session Serialization exceptions during 7.0 to 7.5 in-service upgrade.

CSCuw40629 CPS 7.5.1 ATT ASE configuration and patch, perf tuning parameters does not work.

CSCuw54151 Post install directives in platform installer is inaccurate.

CSCuw57201 Duplicate queries while scrolling large customer reference data tables in the Control Centre.

CSCuw58908 CPS build_all.sh does not give accurate error output.
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Resolved CDETS
The following table lists the resolved/verified CDETS in the CPS 7.5.1 release.

CSCuw59237 When Diameter Peer is up the system, the received traps contain inaccurate severity.

CSCuw60047 Inaccurate abort cause code sent during SRVCC on iPhone6 in CPS 7.0.1.

CSCuw61345 Frequent snmp traps is generated for low memory alert.

CSCuw67495 Inaccurate value sent by CPS 7.5 in the Monitoring-Key(MK) AVP.

CSCuw73586 Support for multiple subscriber-Id in SpendingLimitReport.

CSCuw73606 Plugin call fails to populate ORIG and DEST airport information.

CSCuw75260 Memory utilization spike observed in sessionmgr VM on CRD data change.

CSCuw78613 QNS not able to upgrade to latest svn after policy builder publish.

CSCuw85824 Evaluation of Cisco Quantum Policy Suite (QPS) for NTP_October_2015.

CSCuw89672 Incorrect documentation of statistics in the CPS stats sheet.

CSCuw90147 Proxy accounting messages substitute values not populated.

CSCuw91674 Entel_6.1_Prodction: NPE is observed while testing the sharding patch.

Table 4 Open CDETS

CDETS ID Headline

Table 5 Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID Headline

CSCun69972 Duplicate EDR Data

CSCur63468 CCR-U RAT-Type is not updating in session without Rat-type event.

CSCus31348 Oct 2014 OpenSSL vulnerabilities

CSCus33456 Wrapper API fails in site 1 and site 2 during longevity GR Option 0

CSCus42789 JANUARY 2015 OpenSSL vulnerabilities.

CSCus63555 diagnostics.sh ignore filesystem usage of sessionmgr server /var/data/session.1

CSCus70519 Missing counters in the csv

CSCus74591 CPS 7.5 logs display errors about ANDSF configuration.

CSCut46093 MARCH 2015 OpenSSL vulnerabilities.

CSCut87612 disagnostics.sh hangs while retrieving information from QNS VMs.

CSCut88042 Null type start-session does not fail when balance is depleted.

CSCuu00625 Radius acct-stop/RAR race condition.

CSCuu04454 QPS env_export.sh scripts need to handle other DB host locations.

CSCuu59650 stopall.sh script changes the priority of all DBs on site1.

CSCuu60456 NCS Automation: Provisioning GW version in the CRD.

CSCuu63437 ASE QPS does not support GX + GY combined TPS 1500 - 2000.

CSCuu67587 Proxy accounting requests sent multiple times.

CSCuu75212 The e-bit in the Command Flags should be set for Result-Codes of 3xxx.

CSCuu81254 No Gy RAR on QuotaRecharge event mid-session.

CSCuu86308 CPS statistics spreadsheet missing description column.

CSCuu86836 LDAP timeout causes CCA-I messages with 3004 errors.

CSCuu90727 Diameter bulkstats generation issue in QPS 7.0.1
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CSCuu95152 TAC: capture_env.sh script does not save clock skew or disk usage.

CSCuu98870 Records are getting logged and removed during an exception in Reconciliation

CSCuv03433 top_qps.sh: Does not reattach to qnsxx processes if they are restarted.

CSCuv07072 top_qps.sh: Script prints accumulate data if a QNS process is stopped.

CSCuv10389 CPS missing AVPs in Sy AAR/STR message.

CSCuv15273 QPS sending Radius Disconnect message to WLC directly instead via samog.

CSCuv17055 Revert back to the original RAN congestion behavior using scheduled RAR.

CSCuv23203 CsvReplication - File is closed abruptly with incomplete last CDR.

CSCuv28472 SPR needs the ability to have separate db system properties.

CSCuv43903 Username and account session ID are missing in radius accept message.

CSCuv44995 Stale session cleanup process fails in CPS 7.5.

CSCuv45197 Policy Builder - Modifying .json loaded files in PB causes corruption.

CSCuv47249 Overload handling is not working.

CSCuv48546 Sy Peer Corruption.

CSCuv50830 CPS 7.5 Undocumented JMX statistics formatted inconsistently.

CSCuv50874 CPS 7.5 JM garbage collection statistics undocumented and formatted inconsistently.

CSCuv54929 Dictionary re-load is not configurable from qns.conf.

CSCuv57697 Multiple collectd running on the systems.

CSCuv60349 Script /etc/init.d/sessionmgr-port that stops the sessionmgr VM is failing.

CSCuv61213 Session key should be with only mac not combination of NAS IP and MAC.

CSCuv61807 CPS does not send messages to the highest rating Sy peer.

CSCuv62364 Zmq library - Unset flags - Fix performance issues.

CSCuv62364 Zmq library - Unset flags - Fix performance issues.

CSCuv62373 LDAP Source Code mismatch between 7.0.4 and 7.5.0.

CSCuv62397 Log level changes and surround code with try and catch block.

CSCuv65048 Support authentication with Basic None and removed unwanted authentication schemes.

CSCuv65053 Support for Auth username different from networkid.

CSCuv65071 Override of any password in the policy with SSID password parameter

CSCuv69100 Query executing against primary node instead of secondary node.

CSCuv70558 Null pointer exception seen in QoS group revalidation.

CSCuv72581 CPS revalidation fails due to corrupted sessions.

CSCuv78862 DB - Recovering /Fatal - trap.

CSCuv79371 Upgrade JDK from 1.0.8_11 to 1.0.8_45.

CSCuv81633 Session is not terminated on receiving Acct stop for ASR5K PEP.

CSCuv92732 Two CoA sent for location query

CSCuw02180 Fixes for indexing and aggregation query.

CSCuw17395 LB not able to send LdapResponse to QNS over zmq.

CSCuw18695 Three way video conference is failing.

Table 5 Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID Headline
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Related Documentation
Related Documentation 
This section contains information about the documentation available for Cisco Policy Suite.

Release-Specific Documents 
Refer to the following documents for better understanding of the Cisco Policy Suite.

 Cisco Policy Suite Alarming and SNMP Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite ANDSF Configuration Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Backup and Restore Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Installation Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Geographical Redundancy Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Mobile Configuration Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Operations Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Policy Reporting Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Troubleshooting Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Wi-Fi Configuration Guide

The documents can be downloaded from the following links:

 Common Guides: 
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-bng/products-installation-and-configurati
on-guides-list.html

 Mobile Configuration Guide: 
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-mobile/products-installation-and-configur
ation-guides-list.html 

CSCuw26621 In GR 6.1 few QNS VMs CPU grow high due to mongo issue.

CSCuw27358 LDAP incompatibility between 7.0.x and 7.5

CSCuw27608 Session serialization exceptions during 7.0 to 7.5 in-service upgrade.

CSCuw33285 Prevent stale session RAR cross site switching.

CSCuw49251 Grafana user authentication not enabled by default.

CSCuw49474 CPS upgrade 7.0.4 to 7.5.1 has broken link after the upgrade.

CSCuw51404 Call-Flow thread marks 'remove' flag while balance reconciliation.

CSCuw55024 Accounting start switches an authorized session to unknown.

CSCuw57672 Illegal Capacity -32768 error during processing policy request.

CSCuw64685 PCC rule scheduling not working as scheduled.

CSCuw82923 "rebalanceBalanceShard" command throws an error when qns process stops abruptly.

CSCuw90100 Fresh deployment of old csv files or new addition of QNS VM does not work.

Table 5 Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID Headline
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 Wi-Fi Configuration Guide: 
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-wi-fi/products-installation-and-configurati
on-guides-list.html 

Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, using the Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), submitting a service request, and 
gathering additional information, see What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation at: 
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/general/whatsnew/whatsnew.html.

Subscribe to What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation, which lists all new and revised Cisco technical 
documentation, as an RSS feed and deliver content directly to your desktop using a reader application. The RSS feeds 
are a free service.

This document is to be used in conjunction with the documents listed in the Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a 
Service Request, page 19 section.

Cisco and the Cisco logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Cisco and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and other countries. To view a list of Cisco trademarks, go to this
URL: www.cisco.com/go/trademarks. Third-party trademarks mentioned are the property of their respective owners. The use of the word partner does not imply a partnership
relationship between Cisco and any other company. (1110R)

Any Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and phone numbers used in this document are not intended to be actual addresses 
and phone numbers. Any examples, command display output, network topology diagrams, and other figures included in 
the document are shown for illustrative purposes only. Any use of actual IP addresses or phone numbers in illustrative 
content is unintentional and coincidental.

© 2015 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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